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Globally Optimal Uneven Error-Protected
Packetization of Scalable Code Streams

Sorina Dumitrescu, Xiaolin Wu, Senior Member, IEEE, and Zhe Wang

Abstract—In this paper, we present a family of new algorithms
for rate-fidelity optimal packetization of scalable source bit
streams with uneven error protection. In the most general setting
where no assumption is made on the probability function of packet
loss or on the rate-fidelity function of the scalable code stream,
one of our algorithms can find the globally optimal solution to the
problem in ( 2 2) time, compared to a previously obtained
( 3 2) complexity, where is the number of packets and is

the packet payload size. If the rate-fidelity function of the input is
convex, the time complexity can be reduced to ( 2) for a class
of erasure channels, including channels for which the probability
function of losing packets is monotonically decreasing in
and independent erasure channels with packet erasure rate no
larger than 2( + 1). Furthermore, our ( 2) algorithm
for the convex case can be modified to find an approximation
solution for the general case. All of our algorithms do away with
the expediency of fractional bit allocation, a limitation of some
existing algorithms.

Index Terms—Joint source-channel coding, multimedia
streaming, optimization, uneven error protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN packet switched communication systems such
as ATMs and the Internet have to overcome the prob-

lems of packet loss and other transmission errors. In the case
of streaming a scalable source sequence of compressed digital
media, one can use optimal packetization of the scalable source
sequence with uneven error protection (UEP) to minimize the
impact of lost packets on the quality of network service. The
idea is to partition a scalable source sequence into segments of
decreasing importance, and protect these segments by progres-
sively weaker error correction codes to achieve the best joint
economy of source and channel codes. This joint source-channel
coding approach was recently studied by many researchers [2],
[4], [5], [7]–[10], [12], [13], most of whom were motivated by
the applications of internet media streaming over noisy chan-
nels. The technique can be applied to any scalable (progressively
refinable) signal compression methods. Many experiments with
scalable image coding techniques such as SPIHT and JPEG
2000 were reported in the literature [4], [7], [8], [10], [12]–[14].

In this paper, we reexamine the problem of UEP optimal
packetization of scalable source sequence of Reed–Solomon
(RS) block codes as formulated and discussed in [5], [7]–[9],
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Fig. 1. UEP packetization scheme. The dark rectangles correspond to source
symbols and the white rectangles correspond to the redundancy symbols.

[14], [16], and develop new algorithms for it. In particular, we
focus on globally optimal solutions to the UEP packetization
problem in more general setting.

Consider transmission of a scalable source sequence using
packets, each of which has a payload of symbols (a symbol is
a block of a fixed number of bits). In the UEP framework, the
source sequence is divided into consecutive segments, and
each of these segments is protected by RS code. Let be the
length (in symbols) of the th source segment, then the channel
code assigned to protect the segment is the RS code.
The stream of these source symbols followed by the

redundancy symbols constitutes the th slice of the
joint source-channel code. The effect of the RS code
associated with the th source segment is that, if at most of

packets are lost, then all the source symbols of the th
slice can be correctly recovered. However, since the scalable
source sequence is only sequentially refinable, decoding of the
th source segment depends on all the previous segments,

i.e., the complete prefix of the source sequence with respect to
the current segment. Hence the number of redundancy symbols
assigned to a slice must be monotonically nonincreasing in the
slice index:

(1)

The -tuple above is called -slice redundancy
assignment.

Since no fractional protection symbols can be allocated in
practice, we require that all , be integers between 0
and and that the monotone relation (1) be enforced. Fig. 1
illustrates the UEP packetization scheme. As we will see later,
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the constraint of decreasing redundancy level for subsequent
segments of the source sequence can be lifted, if the rate-fidelity
function of the scalable source sequence is convex. In this case,
the solution of the unconstrained version of the optimization
problem satisfies the constraint anyway. In practice many scal-
able source codes are indeed constructed to shape an approxi-
mately convex operational rate-fidelity curve. A well-known ex-
ample is the EBCOT technique used in JPEG 2000 [17].

Let be the rate-fidelity function of the scalable source
sequence, which is a monotonically nondecreasing function in
rate , where is the total number of source
symbols. The efficiency of the redundancy assignment is mea-
sured by the expected fidelity of the reconstructed sequence at
the decoder side. If exactly packets are lost, such that

, for some , then only the first source segments can
be completely recovered by the RS code. Since the source se-
quence is embedded, the receiver can decode it only up to the
first lost symbol. Consequently, the receiver can decode only
the first source segments plus some few source symbols of
the th segment that are not lost. As in [7]–[9], [14],
[16] we round off the effect of decoding these additional few
symbols on fidelity. Hence the achieved fidelity is , where

. The probability that the re-
ceiver achieves this fidelity is , where
is the probability of losing packets out of . Hence, the ex-
pected fidelity of the reconstructed sequence
at the decoder side can be expressed as

(2)

After straightforward algebraic manipulations we have

(3)

where , , and
, , .

The objective of optimal UEP packetization is to find
the redundancy assignment that maximizes

, for given , , , and .
Most of the existing algorithms proposed for this problem

[7]–[9], [14], [16] need the convexity of the rate-fidelity
function to achieve optimality. Stockhammer and Buchner
[16] present a dynamic programming algorithm of
time complexity that can obtain global optimality for convex
rate-fidelity function. The algorithms of Puri and Ramchandran
[9] and of Mohr et al. [7], [8] provide the globally optimal
solution only if the rate-fidelity function is convex and frac-
tional bit allocation is allowed. The algorithm of Stankovic et
al. [14] does not need the additional assumption of fractional

bit allocation, but it can find only a local optimum. The only
known globally optimal solution of UEP packetization problem
in general setting, with no assumptions on the rate-fidelity
function or on the channel statistics, was given by Sachs et al.
[10]. It was a dynamic programming algorithm of
time complexity.

In this paper, we reduce the time complexity of the globally
optimal UEP packetization to for the general case,
and to if the rate-fidelity function of the scalable
source is convex and if the probability is monotonically
nonincreasing in . The condition of monotone can
be removed for independent packet erasure channels with
packet loss rate no larger than . The paper is
structured along this path of complexity reduction from the
more general setting to the convex case. In Section II, we
propose an algorithm for globally optimal UEP
packetization for the general case. In Section III, we proceed
to the case of convex rate-fidelity function. First we show that
the constraint of nonincreasing redundancy assignment (1) can
be lifted. Then we prove that the cost function underlying the
optimal unconstrained UEP packetization problem has a strong
monotone property called total monotonicity if the probability

is monotonically nonincreasing in . This property
allows the use of a fast matrix search technique [1] to reduce
the time complexity to . Section IV briefly demon-
strates how our algorithms can also be applied to optimize
the product joint source-channel code as proposed by [10],
which takes in consideration both packet loss and intrapacket
bit errors. Section V presents experimental results and offers
comprehensive comparisons between the proposed algorithms
and existing approximation algorithms.

II. EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE GENERAL CASE

In this section we solve the optimal UEP packetization
problem for general and . Note that in (3) the
term is a constant and hence can be discarded in
the optimal UEP design. In the summation that remains, the
th term, , is the contribution of the
th slice to the expected fidelity. The contribution of the first

slices to the expected fidelity, which depends only on the
-slice redundancy assignment , is denoted by

:

(4)

It is obvious that maximizing the expected fidelity
is equivalent to maximizing

, which can be written as

(5)

where .
The algorithm development would be considerably simpler

if the two terms and could be maximized
separately. Unfortunately, the two expressions are not indepen-
dent. depends on the total number of protection symbols

for the first slices (because
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). Another dependency is imposed by the condi-
tion that has to be satisfied. We can break down these
dependencies by fixing the total number of protection symbols

for the first slices, , and by also
fixing a value satisfying (the value has the
significance of minimum redundancy required for the th slice
and maximum redundancy admissible for the th slice).
After introducing the new parameters and , consider the sub-
problem of maximizing over all -slice re-
dundancy assignments for the first slices, sub-
ject to , . We
call this subproblem, the suballocation . The suballoca-
tion is defined for all triples of integers such
that , and

(6)

For convenience of denotation, define

(7)

In order for such redundancy assignments to exist, the condition
(6) has been imposed on the triple .

In the newly introduced notation the optimal UEP packetiza-
tion problem can be restated as finding the -slice redundancy
assignment such that

(8)

In order to obtain the values for all possible , we
need to systematically evaluate for all possible triples

. The required computations are organized recursively
as follows.

If the -slice redundancy assignment is op-
timal for the suballocation , then either or

. If then the total number of protection sym-
bols on the first slices equals and the -slice
redundancy assignment has to be optimal for
the suballocation , too. If , then the
assignment has to be optimal for the suballoca-
tion as well.

Note further that, for some triples one of the two
alternatives mentioned earlier ( or ) is
impossible, hence only the other holds. This is the case when

, which implies that can not be larger
than , hence we obtain

(9)

The other case happens when
, which implies that can not be equal to , and

it follows that

(10)

In all the other cases, i.e., for ,
the following recursion holds:

(11)

The recursive formulae (9)–(11) show that can be
computed in constant time provided that and

are known. In order to take advantage of this result
we have to solve the suballocations in such an order as
to ensure that suballocation is computed after suballo-
cations and . This can be done if

is enumerated in increasing order, but in decreasing order,
and for each given pair , all possible are considered before
going to the next value of or .

After computing , we need to re-
store the optimal -slice redundancy assignment. Let
be the number of protection symbols for the th slice in the op-
timal -slice redundancy assignment achieving in (7),
for each triple . We need to keep track of the values

. To save space we do not store the actual values of
for each triple , but only a binary flag on

which value is the maximum in the righthand side of (11). Thus,
we define to be 0 if (9) holds, and 1 otherwise, for all

, , and .
Upon computation of , the bit is also set
and stored. The binary array suffices to reconstruct
any quantity . Namely, , where is
the smallest integer satisfying the conditions: ,

and for all .
Such an integer always exists (indeed, for we
have ). Hence, for a given triple , the
reconstruction of requires at most time.

Summarizing the above we present an UEP packetization al-
gorithm to compute globally optimal -slice redundancy as-
signment for arbitrary and .

Algorithm A: Optimal UEP Packetization for General Case.

Step 1) For , , and
each , , compute and

using recursion (9)–(11), depending on .
Step 2) Find .
Step 3) Construct the optimal assignment

in the following way. Set and
. For , set

and then update : .
The values are determined as explained
earlier.

In Appendix A, we present a detailed pseudocode of the al-
gorithm.

The time complexity of Step 1 is because there are
entries of and , each of which is

computed in time. Step 2 clearly takes operations.
Step 3 restores quantities each of which requires

time, taking time in all. Consequently, the overall
time complexity of the algorithm is . The previously
known algorithm for the same problem has a time complexity
of [10].
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Next, we analyze the space complexity. For each triple
, has to be stored until the algorithm is

completed. Since there are such binary entries,
bits suffice to store . The values of

are not needed in the entire duration of Step 1, but only as
long as they are used in (9)–(11). Among the iterations on ,

and , is the last one to vary. Therefore, after all quantities
, for a fixed , have been computed, the values
for and any and , are no longer needed

and can be discarded. This means that only entries of
need to be stored at any given time. Consequently,

the space complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the
memory requirement of , which is in bits.

III. FAST MATRIX-SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR CONVEX CASE

The complexity of Algorithm A is still high. There are two
ways to simplify Algorithm A and reduce its complexity. The
first is to remove the constraint of nonincreasing redundancy
assignment to subsequent slices of the scalable source sequence
in the optimization process, and hopefully without compro-
mising optimality by doing so (this approach was taken by
Stockhammer and Buchner [16], too). The second is to reduce
the search space of the dynamic programming algorithm by the
technique of fast matrix search [1]. This can be made possible
if the underlying cost function satisfies a so-called total mono-
tonicity. In this section we take these two steps to develop a
more efficient algorithm for optimal UEP packetization.

The algorithm to be presented below finds the globally
optimum of the UEP packetization problem in the case of
convex rate-fidelity function, in a similar approach as the
algorithm of [16] with time complexity. But we go a
step further and show that its time complexity can be reduced
to under some mild assumptions about the channel
statistics, namely if is monotonically decreasing in or
if the channel is an independent erasure channel with packet
loss rate no greater than .

The solution presented in Section II for optimal UEP pack-
etization problem is found by recursively solving the subprob-
lems associated with parameters . The parameter was
introduced to enforce the decreasing redundancy assignment,
i.e., . If this condition is removed, then
the parameter can be dropped. In order to solve the problem
of maximizing (3) without the constraint of (1), we recursively
solve subproblems associated with pairs of integers with

, . For each such pair de-
note by the analog of without the constraint
(1). Namely

(12)

It is clear that for all .
The computation of can be done according to the re-

cursive formula

(13)

for all , .

Denote by the largest value of for which is
achieved in (13), for , , and
set by convention for . If there
are more than one -slice redundancy assignments
achieving in (12), then we choose the one for which

, hence for which the number of
redundancy symbols on the th slice, , is the smallest.

Consequently, the unconstrained version of the optimal UEP
packetization problem can be solved by recursively computing
the values and for all and

. Then is found and the
optimal -slice redundancy assignment for is reconstructed.
We call this algorithm Algorithm B, and present a pseudocode
of it in Appendix A.

Next we state a proposition that governs the optimality of
Algorithm B for the UEP packetization problem in the convex
case. For not interrupting the flow of our exposition we defer its
proof to Appendix B.

Proposition 1: If the rate-fidelity function is convex,
then the -slice redundancy assignment computed by Algo-
rithm B satisfies the constraint .

Algorithm B computes instances of . If the
computation of each value is done by a full search, then
it requires time and the complexity of the algorithm be-
comes . However, one can do much better. This com-
plexity can be reduced to by applying an elegant ma-
trix-search technique introduced by Aggarwal et al. [1]. (A de-
tailed description of this technique can be found in [3]). For each

, , consider the upper triangular matrix with the
elements , , where is
defined by

(14)

for , and for
. Then relation (13) becomes equivalent to

(15)

In other words, for a given , the search required by (13) corre-
sponds to finding the maximum element in the column of .
Matrix is said to be totally monotone with respect to column
maxima if for all and , the following implication
holds:

(16)

As demonstrated by Aggarwal et al. in [1], all the column
maxima of an matrix can be found in time if
the matrix is totally monotone. Very encouragingly, we can in-
deed show that the matrix defined in (14) is totally mono-
tone if is monotonically nonincreasing. This result is
stated by the following proposition, whose proof is presented
in Appendix B.

Proposition 2: If the packet loss probability is de-
creasing in , then the upper triangular matrix is totally
monotone with respect to column maxima.
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The total monotonicity of for nonincreasing en-
ables us to apply the matrix-search technique of Aggarwal et al.
[1] to compute all column maxima of for given , in
time. Therefore, computing all values of takes
time. Consequently, the time complexity of optimal UEP packe-
tization is reduced to when is convex and
is nonincreasing. In the case the maximum value of column is
not unique, the matrix search algorithm chooses the one of the
largest row index . This tie break rule is the same as
in Algorithm B, which is also a condition that we need in the
proof of Proposition 1.

To assess the space complexity, we note that entries
of have to be stored at any given time for applying the
recursion (13). Moreover the algorithm needs to store
entries of in order to reconstruct the optimal redundancy
assignment. The latter space requirement dominates, hence the
overall space complexity is .

The fast matrix search algorithm can also be applied to a
wider class of erasure channels that do not even have nonin-
creasing , as long as the rate-fidelity function is convex.
Consider an independent erasure channel with the packet loss
rate . The probability of losing packets out of is

. The probability mass function is not
monotone, but it is a unimodal function with its peak at

. We have for and
for . This result is stated (as Lemma

1) and proved in Appendix B. Since is decreasing for
, the fast matrix search technique can still be applied, if

the algorithm restricts to redundancy assignments with at least
protection symbols to each slice. In other words we narrow

the search range for in (13) to

(17)

According to Proposition 1, the assignment output by Algorithm
B with this modification satisfies the constraint (1), too. More-
over, this assignment is still optimal for the UEP packetization
problem, in spite of the restriction (17), if the packet loss rate
is at most , as stated by the following proposition.

Proposition 3: If the rate-fidelity function is convex and
the channel is an independent erasure channel with packet loss
rate , then there is an -slice redundancy as-
signment maximizing (3) with at least protection symbols on
each slice, where .

We again defer the proof of this result to Appendix B for not
interrupting the flow of the presentation. Note that the assump-
tion is very reasonable in practice since the
threshold is very close to the value 0.5.

The fast matrix search algorithm can also be used as an ap-
proximation algorithm when the rate-fidelity function is
not convex. We only need a slight modification to ensure that the
output -slice redundancy assignment satisfies the constraint
(1). The modification is made in the matrix for all . The
value is set to if . In other
words, the value will not be a candidate at the selection of

if it introduces a reverse of the order in the final redun-
dancy assignment. Note that this artificially imposed order may
miss the globally optimal solution to the problem if is not

convex. But in practice, this seldom happens. Even if it does,
the loss of optimality by using matrix search instead of the exact
Algorithm A is negligible as we will see in Section V.

The algorithms proposed by Mohr et al. [8] and by Puri
and Ramchandran [9] work on convex hull of operational
rate-fidelity function of the source sequence, and both can
obtain optimal solution to the UEP packetization problem, if

is convex and if fractional redundancy bit allocation is
allowed. Under the practical constraint of integer redundancy
assignment, however, these two algorithms are still suboptimal
even if is strictly convex. The algorithm in [8] has the
complexity , where is the number of points on
the convex hull of the rate-fidelity function. If is convex,
then its complexity becomes , which is asymp-
totically higher than our algorithm, since typically

for reasonably long scalable sequences. The
algorithm in [9] uses a Lagrangian multiplier . The algorithm
is linear in the number of packets for a given , and the
value of to meet the target rate is found using a fast bisection
search (it was usually found within 32 iterations according to
[10]). The algorithm of Stankovic et al. [14] is an time
local search algorithm that starts from a solution that maximizes
the expected number of source bits and iteratively improves the
solution. It is the fastest among all UEP algorithms and offers
very good approximation solution in practice.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THE PRODUCT CODE

The algorithms proposed above can also be used to optimize
the product code introduced by Sachs et al. in [10], for the case
when both packet loss and bit errors within packets can happen
simultaneously. The idea of [10] is to use Reed–Solomon block
codes of different strengths to protect the subsequent source
slice as described in Section I, and then to additionally protect
all columns with the same RCPC CRC code. The column
code provides protection against bit errors inside each packet.
If the length of a packet is then the number of slices con-
taining source and RS symbols is , where is the
rate of the RCPC CRC column code. For a given rate , the
problem of maximizing the expected fidelity of the product code
is equivalent to the optimal UEP packetization problem as de-
fined in Section I, but with some changed parameters. Namely,

and have to be replaced by , respectively, ,
where is the probability that exactly packets out of
can not be recovered by the receiver (i.e., they are either lost or
corrupted after RCPC decoding). This probability depends on
both packet erasure statistics and on error correction capability
of the RCPC CRC column code used to protect data inside
each packet. For instance, if the channel is a concatenation of
a binary symmetric channel (BSC) and an independent packet
erasure channel with packet erasure rate , then can be
evaluated as in [15]

(18)

where and is the probability that a
packet can not be correctly decoded with the RCPC decoder.

The product code of UEP packetization and RCPC CRC
can be optimized by solving the optimal UEP packetization
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TABLE I
EXPECTED PSNR (IN dB) OF DIFFERENT UEP PACKETIZATION ALGORITHMS

FOR AN EXPONENTIAL PACKET LOSS PROBABILITY FUNCTION

problem for each possible rate of the column code, and se-
lecting the rate corresponding to the largest expected fidelity.
Consequently, if Algorithm A is used for computing the optimal
assignment of RS redundancy for each rate , the globally op-
timal product code can be obtained. Similarly, the use of matrix
search algorithm achieves global optimality for convex rate-fi-
delity functions and provides approximate solutions in general
case.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented Algorithms A and B, and tested them
on various scalable source sequences of different operational
rate-fidelity curves. The results of our algorithms were com-
pared with those of other algorithms in the literature. Table I
presents average PSNR results of our algorithms and the
algorithm of [8]. The average was computed using (3) for a
packet erasure channel whose packet loss probability
is exponentially decreasing in with a mean loss rate of 0.2.
Note that this is the same experimental condition as in [8].
In Table I, we compare the three algorithms on five scalable
source sequences. Three of the sequences “barboon,” “zelda,”
and “lena” are real embedded data streams of well-known test
images compressed by SPIHT [11]. The sequences “convex”
and “concave” are synthesized data generated to evaluate the
performance of different algorithms in extreme cases. The input
sequence “convex” has a strictly convex rate-fidelity function

(i.e., every operational point of is on the convex
hull), whereas the input sequence “concave” has a rate-fidelity
function consisting of three concatenated concave pieces
(i.e., the convex hull of has only four vertices). In the
experiments we allocated a transmission budget of 147 packets
with 48 symbols per packet, where each symbol consists of 8
bits.

One can observe from Table I that Algorithm A outperforms
the other two algorithms on all test data as it should, although
the margin is quite slim on SPIHT scalable code streams of nat-
ural images. If the rate-fidelity function is strictly convex,
Algorithm B and Algorithm A produce identical redundancy as-
signment and hence the same PSNR, verifying our theoretical
result that Algorithm B is globally optimal for convex . We

TABLE II
EXPECTED PSNR (IN dB) OF DIFFERENT UEP PACKETIZATION ALGORITHMS

ON SPIHT BITSTREAM OF LENNA IMAGE, TRANSMITTED OVER A PACKET

ERASURE CHANNEL WITH AN EXPONENTIALLY DECREASING PROBABILITY

FUNCTION p (n), WITH MEAN LOSS RATE 0.2

TABLE III
EXPECTED PSNR (IN dB) OF DIFFERENT UEP PACKETIZATION ALGORITHMS

ON JPEG 2000 BITSTREAM OF LENNA IMAGE TRANSMITTED OVER A PACKET

ERASURE CHANNEL WITH AN EXPONENTIALLY DECREASING PROBABILITY

FUNCTION p (n), WITH MEAN LOSS RATE 0.2

point out, for the sake of completeness, that our globally op-
timal algorithm can outperform the algorithm of [8] by as much
as 3.3 dB if is highly nonconvex. Also, in this case, the
suboptimality of Algorithm B is clearly exhibited with a PSNR
value 2.27 dB lower than the optimal. However, Algorithm B is
still superior to the algorithm of [8] by a margin of 1.05 dB.

For more comprehensive comparisons, we also provided
Stankovic et al. [14], [15] with the source programs that imple-
mented our algorithms. They conducted a thorough empirical
study on all existing UEP algorithms including their own. On
their courtesy we present some of their relevant findings. In
these experiments, the allocated transmission budget is of 100
or 200 packets with 48 symbols per packet, where each symbol
consists of 8 bits.

Tables II and III tabulate the expected PSNR of our algo-
rithms in comparison with the algorithms of [7]–[9], [14] on
SPIHT and JPEG 2000 bitstreams of Lenna image, respectively.
The experiments were carried out for a simulated packet erasure
channel whose packet loss probability function was ex-
ponentially decreasing with mean loss rate 0.2.

Table IV presents the expected PSNR of the SPIHT bitstream
of Lenna image for a two-state packet loss model where the
average packet loss probability is 0.1 and the average length of
burst errors is 9.57. The probability function is computed
with the method of [6].

Tables V–VII show the results for the optimization of the
product code [10]. A 16-bit CRC code with generator poly-
nomial 0 15 935 is used. The generator polynomials of the
RCPC codes are (0117, 0127, 0155,0171), the mother code rate
is 1/4 and the puncturing rate is 8. Thus the set of RCPC rates
is . The strategy used for optimization is the
one described in Section IV, namely, the optimal, respectively
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TABLE IV
EXPECTED PSNR (IN dB) OF DIFFERENT UEP PACKETIZATION ALGORITHMS

ON SPIHT BITSTREAM OF LENNA IMAGE, FOR A TWO-STATE PACKET

LOSS MODEL WITH AVERAGE PACKET LOSS PROBABILITY 0.1 AND

AVERAGE LENGTH OF BURST ERRORS 9.57

TABLE V
EXPECTED PSNR (IN dB) OF THE PRODUCT CODE OF INTRA-PACKET RCPC +
CRC AND UEP PACKETIZATION OPTIMIZED BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR

THE SPIHT BITSTREAM OF LENNA IMAGE TRANSMITTED OVER A PACKET

ERASURE CHANNEL WITH PACKET LOSS RATE 0.05, CONCATENATED

WITH A BSC WITH BIT ERROR RATE 0.1

TABLE VI
EXPECTED PSNR (IN dB) OF THE PRODUCT CODE OF INTRA-PACKET RCPC +
CRC AND UEP PACKETIZATION OPTIMIZED BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR

THE JPEG 2000 BITSTREAM OF LENNA IMAGE TRANSMITTED OVER A PACKET

ERASURE CHANNEL WITH PACKET LOSS RATE 0.05, CONCATENATED

WITH A BSC WITH BIT ERROR RATE 0.1

approximately optimal, RS redundancy assignment for each
RCPC code rate is computed by using, respectively, our
algorithms A, B, and the algorithms of [8] and [9]. Then
the code rate which yields the maximum expected PSNR is
selected. Also the results obtained by the local search strategy
of [15] are presented. The results of Table V and Table VI are
for a concatenation between a packet erasure channel with
packet loss rate 0.05 and a BSC (binary symmetric channel)
with bit error rate 0.1. Table V presents the test results for the
SPIHT bitstream of Lenna image, and Table VI for the JPEG
2000 bitstream of the same image. The test results of Table VII
are for the SPIHT bitstream and for a Rayleigh fading channel
with and .

In summary, for most scalable source sequences in practice
the difference in rate-fidelity performance between our UEP
packetization algorithms and others is quite small. But at least
theoretically this difference can be large if the rate-fidelity func-
tion is highly nonconvex. This paper offers exact solutions to the

TABLE VII
EXPECTED PSNR (IN dB) OF THE PRODUCT CODE OF INTRA-PACKET RCPC +
CRC AND UEP PACKETIZATION OPTIMIZED BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR

THE SPIHT BITSTREAM OF LENNA IMAGE TRANSMITTED OVER A RAYLEIGH

FADING CHANNEL WITH SNR = 10 dB AND f = 10

problem at reduced complexity than the previously known glob-
ally optimal algorithm [10]. More importantly, it constructively
quantifies the efficacy of other fast, good, and more practical
approximation algorithms [7]–[9], [14].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated discrete optimization approach
to uneven error-protected packetization of scalable code
streams, an important problem in multimedia streaming over
noisy channels. Two new algorithms were proposed to compute
globally optimal solutions of the problem, one for the general
case of arbitrary source and channel statistics, and the other
for convex rate-fidelity functions. These new algorithms have
lower asymptotical complexity or/and fewer constraints than
the algorithms of [7]–[10], [16].

APPENDIX A

Algorithm A:

Optimal UEP packetization for General
Case.
for to do

end for
for to do
for downto 0 do
for to do

;
if then

;
if then
if then

;
end if
end if
else

;
end if
end for
end for
end for

;
; ;

for downto 1 do
;
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while do

end while
; ;

end for

Algorithm B:

UEP packetization without constraint of
decreasing redundancy assignment.
for to do

;
end for
for to do
for to do

;

end for
end for

;
for to do

; ;
end for

APPENDIX B

Proposition 1: If the rate-fidelity function is convex,
then the -slice redundancy assignment computed by Algo-
rithm B satisfies the constraint (1) (i.e., ).

Proof: Let be the -slice redundancy
assignment computed by Algorithm B. Assume that there is
some , such that

(19)

Let be the -slice redundancy assignment obtained from
by interchanging the redundancy assignments for the th and
the th slice. We will show that

(20)

which contradicts the optimality of Algorithm B for the uncon-
strained version of the optimal UEP packetization problem. For
this note first that the two assignments and incur the same
disposition of the source symbols on all the slices excepting the

th and the th slices. Hence only the contribution of the
th and the th slice to the expected fidelity differ for

the two assignments. It follows that the relation (20) we aim to
prove, is equivalent to

(21)

where denotes the number of source symbols on the first th
slices according to the assignment . The above inequality is
further equivalent to

(22)

Since and , the
convexity of the function implies that

(23)

which, together with the relation , leads to
the conclusion

(24)

We have to show now that the above relation cannot hold with
equality. Indeed, the equality in relation (24) implies that the

-slice redundancy assignment
achieves the same value for the expected fidelity for the first

slices as and this value is the
maximal one corresponding to the first slices and

protection symbols (according to
the algorithm):

(25)

When such a situation occurs the algorithm chooses the assign-
ment with the smallest number of protection symbols on the

th slice. Since is the redundancy as-
signment chosen by the algorithm, it follows that ,
which contradicts the inequality (19).

Proposition 2: If the packet loss probability is de-
creasing in , then the upper triangular matrix is totally
monotone with respect to column maxima.

Proof: If , then and
relation (16) trivially holds.

Suppose now that . Since , it
follows that

(26)

(27)

Hence, all quantities appearing in (16) can not be . For
proving (16), it is enough to show that

(28)

Denote , , ,
, ,
, ,
. Thus the inequality (28) is equivalent

to

(29)
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Inequalities (26) and (27) imply that
and . Since the rate-

fidelity function is increasing, it follows that
and . Also, the function is increasing, being a
cumulative distribution function. Thus we conclude, aided again
by inequalities (26) and (27), that the values , , , and are
nonnegative.

Note that and
. Since and is decreasing, it follows

that for all . In
conclusion, .

Furthermore, since and , we obtain
. Using the equality , the

relation follows, which is equivalent to
. Also the inequalities , , together

with lead to the conclusion that .
Now the validity of equation (29) is established.

Lemma 1: Let be a positive value smaller than 1 and
for all . Also

let . Then for all
and for all .

Proof: By straightforward algebraic computations the
equivalence between the relations and

is obtained. If it follows that
, hence . If , then
, hence .

Proposition 3: If the rate-fidelity function is convex and
the channel is an independent erasure channel with packet loss
rate , then there is an -slice redundancy as-
signment maximizing (3) with at least protection symbols on
each slice, where .

Proof: It is enough to show that if an -slice redundancy
assignment has for some ,

, then the assignment obtained by replacing with
yields an expected fidelity no smaller. For each slice ,

denote by , respectively , the number of source sym-
bols situated on the first slices according to the assignment ,
respectively . Note first that the two assignments and
imply the same disposition of the source symbols on the first

slices, hence the contribution to the expected fidelity due
to the first slices is the same for the two assignments.
Also note that for each slice , we have and

. Then the convexity of the
function implies that

(30)

Since both and provide the same protection to each slice
, we conclude using the above relation, that the contri-

bution to the expected fidelity of the slices from to is
smaller or equal for assignment than for assignment .

To complete the proof it is now sufficient to show that the
contribution of the th slice to the expected fidelity for assign-
ment is at most equal to that for assignment , i.e.,

(31)

Since and , the above
relation is equivalent to

(32)

Because the function is convex and nondecreasing, the re-
lations , , imply that

(33)

Consequently, for proving (32) it is sufficient to additionally
show that

(34)

This inequality is equivalent to

(35)

further equivalent to

(36)

It is very easy to check that for we have
. This implies that the left hand expression in the above

inequality is at most equal to , while
the right hand expression is larger or equal than

. Hence for proving (36) it is enough to show that

(37)

The condition in the hypothesis that implies
that , hence , which yields
the inequality (37) thus completing the proof.
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